Join York University as we Celebrate Black History Month with a Special Event

The McLaughlin College Virtual Art Gallery is proud to host the Multicultural Historical Society of Ontario’s online Exhibit

MANY RIVERS TO CROSS
The African-Canadian Experience
Virtual Exhibit
http://www.mhso.ca/ggp/Exhibits/Many_Rivers/intro.htm

This exhibition attempts to convey an impression of the place that those of African descent have long occupied in the Canadian mosaic. It deals with immigration, culture, the struggle for justice, and work, all in the context of a complex and supportive community life.”

For further information please contact Vicky Carnevale at: vcarneva@yorku.ca

This event is sponsored by:
School of Public Policy and Administration; McLaughlin College; Centre for Human Rights; Institute for Feminist Legal Studies; Centre for Refugee Studies; York centre for Public Policy and Law